Quantum memory is a key element for quantum repeaters and linear optical quantum computers. In addition to memory, repeaters and computers also require manipulating quantum states by means of unitary transformations, which is generally accomplished using interferometric optical setups. We experimentally investigate photon-echo type atom-light interaction for the possibility to combine storage with controlled transformation of quantum states. As an example, we demonstrate unambiguous state discrimination of qubits and qutrits in an Ti:Er:LiNbO3 waveguide cooled to 3K using states encoded into large ensembles of identically prepared photons in superposition of different temporal modes. The high robustness and flexibility of our approach makes it promising for quantum communication and computation as well as precision measurements. [4] . In addition to memory, repeaters and LOQC require unitary transformations, e.g. for single qubit rotations and controlled-NOT operations [5] . To facilitate the identification of common performance criteria, e.g. thresholds for quantum error correction [6], quantum memory and state transformations can be described using the framework of gates, with memory being the identity gate. However, their experimental realizations vastly differ. While quantum memory generally employs atom-light interaction [1] , all other gates required for quantum repeaters and LOQC currently rely on optical methods and possibly photo-detection [4] .
Quantum memory is a key element for quantum repeaters and linear optical quantum computers. In addition to memory, repeaters and computers also require manipulating quantum states by means of unitary transformations, which is generally accomplished using interferometric optical setups. We experimentally investigate photon-echo type atom-light interaction for the possibility to combine storage with controlled transformation of quantum states. As an example, we demonstrate unambiguous state discrimination of qubits and qutrits in an Ti:Er:LiNbO3 waveguide cooled to 3K using states encoded into large ensembles of identically prepared photons in superposition of different temporal modes. The high robustness and flexibility of our approach makes it promising for quantum communication and computation as well as precision measurements. Quantum memory [1] constitutes a key element for quantum repeaters [2] , which promise to overcome the distance barrier of quantum communication such as in quantum cryptography [3] , as well as linear optical quantum computing (LOQC) [4] . In addition to memory, repeaters and LOQC require unitary transformations, e.g. for single qubit rotations and controlled-NOT operations [5] . To facilitate the identification of common performance criteria, e.g. thresholds for quantum error correction [6] , quantum memory and state transformations can be described using the framework of gates, with memory being the identity gate. However, their experimental realizations vastly differ. While quantum memory generally employs atom-light interaction [1] , all other gates required for quantum repeaters and LOQC currently rely on optical methods and possibly photo-detection [4] .
In this letter, we demonstrate the possibility to combine storage and controlled transformation of light states by means of photon-echo based atom-light interaction. As an example, we demonstrate unambiguous state discrimination (USD) [7] of qubit and qutrit states in an Ti:Er:LiNbO 3 waveguide cooled to 3K using states encoded into large ensembles of identically prepared photons in superposition of different temporal modes. This is an interesting task for many reasons: the impossibility to perfectly distinguish non-orthogonal states is at the heart of Quantum Information Processing [3, 5, 8, 9] ; USD requires state manipulation in Hilbert spaces of dimension exceeding two, which also enables to simplify quantum logic [10] and to answer open questions related to entanglement and non-locality [11] ; and the required multipath interference underpins precision measurements.
Photon-echo quantum memory with multi-readout: Photon-echo quantum memory [12] relies on the interaction between light and an ensemble of atomic absorbers. The light to be stored is sent into the atomic medium with suitably prepared, inhomogeneously broadened absorption line. The preparation can be achieved by frequency-selectively transferring ions from the ground to some auxiliary state using optical pumping techniques [13] , possibly followed by controlled broadening of the resulting absorption line through position dependent Stark or Zeeman shifts. After absorption, the excited atomic coherence rapidly decays as the atomic absorbers have different resonance frequencies. To recall the light, the initial coherence has to be re-established. This can be achieved by means of Controlled Reversible Inhomogeneous Broadening (CRIB), which requires inverting the detuning of each atomic absorber with respect to the light carrier frequency [12, 14, 15, 16, 17] . Another possibility is to tailor the initial absorption line into an Atomic Frequency Comb (AFC), resulting in re-emission of the absorbed light after a time that depends on the periodicity of the comb [18, 19, 20] . In both approaches, the memory efficiency can theoretically reach 100% [14, 17, 20, 21] .
The storage time in CRIB is limited by the homogeneous line-width of the optical transition or the width of the initially tailored absorption line [22] . In AFC, it is predetermined by the spacing between the 'teeth' in the comb [20] . For extended storage with on-demand recall, the excited atomic coherence can be temporarily transferred to coherence between two ground states, for which coherence times up to 30 seconds have been reported [23] . This transfer can be achieved by means of two π pulses [24] , or via a direct Raman transfer [25, 26, 27, 28] .
Replacing the second π pulse by several pulses of smaller area and variable phases, the input light is emitted in a coherent superposition of different temporal modes [29] . This can also result in the interference of light from different input temporal modes in the same output mode. For two pulses, this atom-mediated coherent splitting/merging is equivalent to the combined action of an optical beam-splitter and a phase shifter, with temporal modes replacing spatial modes. As shown in [30] , this enables implementing any discrete unitary transformation, and inspired our investigation.
CRIB was first demonstrated in 2006 with bright pulses of light [16] . Impressive progress followed for all photon-echo quantum memory approaches [19, 21, 24, 26] . In particular, the beam-splitting operation has recently been implemented through tailoring of two atomic frequency combs instead of one [19] , and control fields of variable strength in a Raman-Echo Quantum Memory approach [26] . Beam-splitting has also been reported via electromagnetically induced transparency [31] .
Instead of CRIB or AFC, our investigation relies on the three-pulse photon echo (3PPE) [32] , which has been employed for storage and recall of sequences with up to 4000 bright pulses of light [33] , and in information processing applications requiring phase coherent re-emission [34, 35, 36] . The 3PPE derives from the two-pulse photon echo, in which a first, possibly modulated pulse of light (the data), excites an inhomogeneously broadened atomic absorption line, and a second pulse reverses the subsequent dephasing of atomic dipoles [37] . In the 3PPE, this rephasing pulse is split into two pulses: the first (write) pulse provides a time and phase reference for the data, and the second (read ) pulse provides the reference for the echo [32] . This is similar to CRIB if the inversion of the atomic detunings is split into two parts: removal, followed by re-establishment with inverted sign.
If all pulse areas are sufficiently small, the amplitude and phase information encoded in the data is preserved in the 3PPE:
where ε j (ω) denote the Fourier transforms of the electric fields of the input and echo pulses, respectively [38] . Assuming that the first pulse is the write pulse applied at t=0, the third is the read pulse applied at t=T, and that the power-spectra of both pulses are constant over the spectral width of the data, the electric field of the echo is given by ε Echo (t) ∝ ε 2 (t − T ). Hence, the signal replicates the data given by ε 2 (t) [38] .
A second echo, again resembling the data, can be triggered by a second read pulse. Hence, similar to using multiple control fields in photon-echo quantum memory protocols, the data is split coherently into two series of echoes separated in time, with splitting ratio and phase relation being determined by the read pulses. Moreover, 3PPE also allows the superposition of data [36] (see Fig.  1 ). Yet, despite the large similarity with genuine quantum memory protocols, the 3PPE approach is only suitable for storage of information encoded into large ensembles of identically prepared photons. This is due to an inherent amplification process when used to store fewphoton pulses [39] . Nevertheless, 3PPE serves as an easily accessible test-bed to assess the validity of our joint approach to storage and transformation.
In 3PPE, each transformation is implemented using a particular sequence of read pulses. To find this sequence, we look at the transformation's matrix representation, associate amplitudes and phases of different pulses with its coefficients, and adjust the timing, i.e. the echo emissions, for the desired superposition. To illustrate this procedure, we consider the transformation 
Two pairs of read pulses are required, each one generating an echo with amplitude proportional to one component of the output state (see Fig. 1 ). Adding read pulses, this multi-echo interference scheme is straightforwardly generalized to any transformation and to arbitrary numbers of input and output temporal modes, i.e. Hilbert spaces of arbitrary dimensions.
Unambiguous state discrimination:
In classical physics, different states of signals are in principle perfectly distinguishable. In contrast, quantum physics allows the generation of non-orthogonal states that can only be distinguished in an imperfect way. For instance, using standard von Neumann projection measurements, the attempt to identify the state is always conclusive, i.e. leads to a result, but the result is sometimes wrong. Assuming two pure input states | ϕ ± , the minimum error probability is given by the Helstrom (H) bound [40] . For equal a priori probabilities, it yields P
Another approach to state discrimination is to drop the requirement of conclusiveness. This allows identifying non-orthogonal states with finite success probability unambiguously, i.e. without error. USD is implemented by embedding the quantum system under investigation into a Hilbert space with additional degrees of freedom and unitarily evolving it in the higher dimensional space. This leads to an effective non-unitary transformation of the input state and can turn a set of non-orthogonal states into orthogonal ones, which can then be identified unambiguously. Assuming again two pure states with equal a priori probabilities, the minimum probability for an inconclusive result is given by the Ivanovic-DieksPeres (IDP) bound [7] : P (IDP ) ?
(opt) = | ϕ + | ϕ − |. It was later generalized to more than two states and dimensions, and arbitrary a priori probabilities [41] .
USD was first implemented by Huttner et al. [42] , followed by Clarke et al. [43] . Both experiments relied on polarization states of light, i.e. were limited to encoding non-orthogonal states in 2D (qubit) spaces. Mohseni et al. extended these studies to one additional dimension [44] . In the following, we demonstrate USD for linearly independent qubit and qutrit states encoded into large ensembles of equally prepared photons in superposition of different temporal modes. The demonstration employs 3PPE and is easily generalized to arbitrary dimension.
Experimental implementation:
The experimental setup is similar to, and depicted in [36] . The cw 1532 nm line of an external cavity diode laser (Toptica) was amplitude and phase modulated using an acousto-optic modulator (AOM, Brimrose) to create write, data, and read pulses. The 15 ns long pulses were amplified by an erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA, Nuphoton Technologies), resulting in peak powers of ∼1 mW and 0.1 mW for the write pulses, and data and read pulses, respectively. The time difference between the write and the first data pulse was 300 ns, the data pulses were spaced by 100 ns, and the read pulse sequence was created ∼2 µs later. The light was sent into a 9 µm wide Titanium indiffused single mode waveguide, embedded in a 19 mm long, Z-cut, erbium diffusion doped LiNbO 3 crystal (surface concentration 3.6x10
19 cm −3 , optical depth at 1532 nm ∼three. For more information see [36, 45] ). To inject and retrieve the light, we used standard telecommunication fibres that were butt-coupled against its front and end face using high precision translation stages (Attocube). The fibre-to-fibre coupling loss was ∼10dB. The Ti:Er:LiNbO 3 waveguide was placed in a pulse tube cooler (Vericold), cooled to 3.1K, and exposed to a magnetic field of 0.4 T along its C 3 -axis. To avoid heating of the sample and spectral hole burning due to amplified spontaneous emission from the EDFA, a second AOM, used as a shutter, was placed behind the EDFA. Transmitted pulses and echoes were detected at the output of the cryostat using a linear 1GHz-bandwidth photodetector (New Focus) and the electrical signal was stored on a 6GHz-bandwidth oscilloscope (LeCroy). We used the transition between the lowest Stark levels of the Erbium 4 I 15/2 and 4 I 13/2 multiplets, which is characterized by an excited level lifetime of 2 ms and a coherence time under our experimental conditions of 18 µs. We note the importance of the magnetic field to reduce spectral diffusion [46] . The measurement sequence was clocked at 10Hz to avoid accumulation of information about the data in the excited state. The entire setup consisted of optical fibres and fibre pigtailed devices, which simplified alignment, resulted in high stability, and is promising for integration into future fibre-based quantum networks.
We consider sets of two, generally non-orthogonal states | ϕ ± = (cos α, ± sin α, 0), α = [0, π/2]. Follow- ing the procedure in [47] , which minimizes the rate of inconclusive results, we first calculate the optimum output states | ϕ ′ ± and find the transformationÛ that unitarily evolves | ϕ ± into | ϕ
. Knowinĝ U then enables deriving the read-pulse sequence for the 3PPE. The observation of an echo in a temporal mode encoding the first or second subspace unambiguously identifies the input state. Projections into the third subspace indicate an inconclusive result, i.e. the USD failed. Fig. 2 shows the experimental results. The almost perfect constructive or destructive interference for cos α = 2/3 (left hand picture) clearly demonstrates that USD is possible using a photon-echo approach. For a more quantitative assessment, we determined, for various angles α, the background-corrected areas A i of the echoes in the three relevant temporal modes (i ∈ {w, r, ?} denotes wrong, right, and inconclusive, resp.), and calculated the error rate P e = A w /(A w + A r ) and the rate of inconclusive results P ? = A ? /(A w + A r + A ? ) for von Neumann and USD measurements [48] . The error rate in USD remained roughly constant, below ∼4%, while the error rate obtained with standard projection measurements increased up to ∼15% with increasing overlap between | ϕ ± . Furthermore, the rate of inconclusive results rose for USD as α deviated from π/4. Our results agree well with the H-and IDP-bounds, reflecting the high stability of our implementation of interferometry.
To show the versatility of our approach, we extended the implementation of optimum USD to the case of three linearly independent qutrits (following again [47] ). The input and optimal output states, the read pulse sequence and the retrieved echoes are shown in Fig. 3 . As before, the results agree well with theory. We emphasize the simplicity of this implementation, which only required adding three read pulses as compared to the previously discussed qubit case. This is a clear advantage to implementations based on standard optical interferometry [44] , which quickly become impractical as the number of paths, i.e. the dimensionality of the Hilbert space required to process the data, increases.
Conclusion: The possibility to control the phase evolution of absorbers in an inhomogeneously broadened atomic ensemble after absorption of light allows not only storage of light states, but also inter-atomic state transformation. We have tested this idea with the example of transformations in up to 4D Hilbert spaces using a simple approach based on 3PPE and states of light encoded into large ensembles of identically prepared photons. The remarkable stability and versatility makes photon-echo based transformation an attractive alternative to standard optical interferometry, where the complexity of the setup rapidly escalates as the amount of interfering modes increases. While more investigations are required, we believe that our approach will find applications in quantum communication and LOQC as well as in high precision interferometry.
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